October 17, 2013

Dear Colleagues,

The federal government shutdown has ended, but it will take the federal sponsoring agencies time to resume full and normal operations. OCGA followed the guidance of NIH, NSF and the Department of Justice and did not submit proposals with deadlines that occurred during the shutdown. As agency operations resume, we will look for and follow guidance from each agency to determine when these proposals and other actions are to be submitted.

We will provide information and updates on OCGA’s strategy for resuming proposal submission and other contacts with sponsors as guidance from the sponsors becomes available.

We appreciate your willingness to work with us as we move through the steps of returning to full operations with the federal government.

Thank you.

Patti Manheim
Director
Office of Contract and Grant Administration (OCGA)
University of California, Los Angeles
310-794-2644
patti.manheim@research.ucla.edu
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